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Abstract: It is critical to design for affordances, which is the messages of products and services
that help human activities when properly perceived, in both product design and service design.
Although research on product design for user activities or user-friendly design has been conducted,
few efforts have been dedicated to product design for diverse service considerations. In the context of
servitization and product-service systems, many new services are devised starting with a product. A
systematic method is proposed to redesign products so that value propositions through services can be
enhanced by dealing with service activities specifically. By integrating service activities and product
functions, affordances for service activities are identified. Affordance features for those affordances
are designed and combined into the redesign of a product to support service activities. An illustrative
case of a standing wheelchair redesign is described to validate the applicability of the proposed
method for product redesign for service considerations. The proposed method enhances through
the redesign of products diverse life-cycle services in which many stakeholders are participating to
co-create values for societal, entrepreneurial, and ecological sustainability.

Keywords: affordances; design for services considerations; product redesign for service activities;
charging services; standing wheelchair

1. Introduction

Product design must support user activities. Affordances, which is the messages provided by
artefacts that induce natural activities of people when properly perceived, play critical roles in making
interactions successful and meaningful [1,2]. This notion of affordances reflects both that of Gibson [1]
and Norman [2]. Galvao and Sato [3] suggested a shift from the traditional product-centred approach to
the user-centred approach using affordances to support user-friendly product design. They developed
a systematic method to identify affordances using the relationships between product functions and
user tasks [4,5]. User tasks are composed of user activities. The notion of affordance features, structural
elements of artefacts that provide affordances, has been proposed by researchers in feature-based
design including Murakami and his co-authors [6,7]. While affordance features exist inherently as
properties of artefacts, as argued by Gibson [1], proper perception of those affordance features depends
on user’s capability and experiences as emphasized by Norman [2]. A methodological framework for
design for affordances has been proposed wherein a repository of affordance features is used [8]. The
key for this affordance method design is to compile affordance features in the repository so that new
affordance feature design can exploit previous affordance features in the repository.

Although research on product design for user activities, or user-friendly design, has been
conducted, few efforts have been devoted to design for service activities. As life-cycle issues during
product use, activities of other stakeholders than product users include various service activities
including repair and maintenance activities. Design for serviceability [9–11] addressed design
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guidelines for ease of repair and maintenance as well as support logistics as a part of overall product
life-cycle design method [12,13] including design for manufacture [14], design for assembly, and design
for disassembly [13]. Most “design for X” methods provide generally accepted design rules involving
product structure and material issues [13,14]; in other words, most existing design for serviceability
methods are product-centred, not user-centred. Services addressed in these “design for X” methods
are more conventional services to ensure continued use of products such as maintenance, repair,
disassembly, and reassembly. Although such service activities are performed by other stakeholders
than users, serviceability is linked with users and owners as well because it is related with the cost of
ownership and use in association with perceived product values [10].

In the context of servitization [15–17] and product-service systems [18–20], which recently has
received considerable attention, services address recently diverse value proposition efforts including
customer experience services [21,22], consulting services, education services, financial services, rental
and sharing services, recycling services, and disposal services. [23,24]. In this way, the significance of
services has been expanded and the variety of services has vastly increased. In most servitization efforts,
these services are devised after product design and development have been conducted. Accordingly,
research on the methods to redesign products with specific considerations on service activities is
desired. Moreover, it is desirable to devise these methods in a human-centred design approach, in
which diverse service activities can be specifically addressed as new services are designed. Note that
development of product-centred design guides for all such new services would be more difficult.

Kim developed a method to design product elements of product-service systems so that associated
service activities can be specifically and naturally induced using affordances and affordance features [25].
Note that the product elements in this method are new product elements that needed to be newly
devised to support new services, not the product around which product-service systems are devised.
For example, the provision and retrieval structures for an umbrella rental product-service system are
the product elements, not the umbrellas. Functions of product-service systems are integrated with
service activities to identify affordances for service activities. Some activities are done by users and
some are performed by service-providers. For example, medical devices like wheelchairs should
be designed for users and for diverse service providers who provide operation, maintenance, and
repair services during the use phase of the product. Once product design has been done, taking into
consideration user activities, further design, or redesign, considerations should be given to support
service activities. Because many new services that are newly created in product-service systems
start with a product, a systematic method to redesign the product for those new services in a service
provider centred approach needs to be devised by addressing the aspect of service activities specifically
and extensively.

In this paper, a method for product redesign for services activities is proposed and an illustrative
case of a standing wheelchair redesign is described to validate the applicability of the proposed
method for product redesign for service considerations. In the next section, the design for affordance
framework is briefly reviewed because it forms the underlying method. In Section 3, the proposed
product redesign process for service activities is described. Next, the case of redesign of a standing
wheelchair for charging service is presented. The paper concludes with discussions on the contribution
of the paper and further research.

2. Design for Affordance Framework

The framework of design for affordances using affordance feature repository [8] is briefly reviewed.
Firstly, affordances are identified for the given design problem. Using the Function-Task Interaction
(FTI) method [3,4], affordances can be identified by integrating user activities and functions of the
product or the service. The output of the first step is the list of affordances. The first step is marked by
(1) in Figure 1, illustrating the framework of design for affordance. Secondly, using the repository of
affordance features where multiple affordance features for a given affordance are compiled, affordance
features for each affordance identified in Step 1 are browsed as marked by (2) and (3) in Figure 1.
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Next, affordance features of the identified affordances are selected considering design constraints
and context of those in the repository so that those affordance features with design constraints and
context similar to the current design constraints and context are used in the subsequent process, as
noted by (4) in Figure 1. The second step includes the selection of affordance features in the repository.
Thirdly, using the clues given by the selected affordance features, a new affordance feature is designed
through analogical reasoning. The last step in this framework is then the analogical reasoning step that
converts the source affordance features in the repository into the target affordance features to support
the affordances of the current design problem, as noted in Figure 1 as the transformation from (4) to (5).

Figure 1. Design for Affordance Framework [8].

3. Product Redesign for Service Activities

The proposed product redesign process for service activities is described in this section, as shown
in Figure 2. The activities of the service for which redesign of product is to be pursued are identified,
including those of users and of service providers. This corresponds to the process of the right lowest
step of Figure 2. These activities are represented using a service blueprint in which the interaction
between the receivers and the providers of services is represented [26]. Key activities in the service
blueprint are modeled using the context-based activity modeling (CBAM) method [27] with rich
descriptions using the activity elements and the context elements. In the CBAM method, an activity is
represented with the activity elements of the actor, the object, the action verb, the tool, and the context.
The context is then represented with the context elements of the goals, the relevant structures, the physical
contexts, and the psychological contexts [27]. Specific affordance features in the repository also contain
specific information on these activity elements and context elements. Note that this information is
critical in devising target affordance features through analogical reasoning [8] to be conducted in the
following processes.
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Figure 2. Product Redesign Process for Service Activities.

The functions of the product are identified in a hierarchical manner with a function-based design
method [28,29], as noted with the process of the left lowest step of Figure 2. Here the functions related
with the service activities are decomposed further in detail. By integrating product functions and
corresponding service activities noted as the second lowest step of Figure 2, affordances are identified
using the FTI method [4,5], noted as the left middle step of Figure 2. The product redesign is to
design for these affordances. The product redesign is to done in a “divide and conquer” manner by
synthesizing affordance features designed for these affordances.

Then, as noted in the right middle step of the figure, multiple affordance features are selected
from the affordance feature repository for each of the affordances so that they are used as source
affordance features in the subsequent analogical reasoning process. Target affordance features for
service activities are devised, as noted by the second topmost step of the figure, considering the context
and constraint of the product by analogical reasoning from the source affordance features selected from
the repository [8]. Here the detailed descriptions of the relevant activities with the CBAM method
play important roles. Although the source affordance features support the relevant affordances, the
specific incidences of the activities of the source features have their own activity elements and context
elements, which would be different from those of the desired service activities. The process of this
analogical reasoning is one of the key creative processes and is supported by the CBAM method. The
redesign task of product for service activities has been divided into affordance feature design of the
affordances. For each affordance, multiple alternative affordance features are to be devised so that
suitable affordance features are selected in the desired solution. This aspect will be described further in
the case study with specific examples.

Now the redesign of product is to be done by synthesizing the affordance features of all these
affordances in the divide and conquer approach. As the desired redesign of product will combine these
target affordance features, multiple overall redesign alternatives are generated using morphological
analysis of the affordance features. Morphological analysis [30] is a problem-solving approach that
decomposes the problem into sub-problems. Design concepts for sub-problems are combined to develop
many alternative overall solutions of the problem. Morphological analysis has been used in concept
generation with exploration of possible concept alternatives [31]. Recently, morphological analysis
has been used in business model strategy design [32,33] and conceptual design for product-service
systems [34]. Then the final concept design is selected by evaluating the alternative designs based on
various evaluation criteria using, for example, the Pugh’s concept selection method [35]. Evaluation
criteria are obtained through requirement identification and user research, addressing diverse values
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for users and service providers considering product use and service activities. In this way, product
redesign is conducted considering service activities specifically.

In typical servitization efforts based on product-service systems, new service concepts are designed
after the product has been designed. Redesign of product for service activities is therefore deeply
associated with the design process of service activities. As newly devised services become complex
and comprehensive, involving many stakeholders as is often the case of many recent servitization, the
proposed product redesign method for service activities provide systematic structured supports in
redesigning the product as long as the activities of new service concepts are properly designed using
the CBAM method.

4. Case: Redesign of Standing Wheelchair for Charging Services

To illustrate the method for product redesign for service activities outlined in Section 3, the case
study of redesign of a standing wheelchair, as shown in Figure 3, is described in this section. Standing
wheelchairs are relatively newly developed, reflecting desires of those wheelchair users in standing
and/or working. Note that the visibility, reachability, and accessibility of wheelchair users would
be tremendously expanded with the standing function. However, due to their infancy in real-world
usage, the current design of the manufacturing company is limited in supporting service activities.
Particularly, this case study addresses the activities of charging that could be viewed as a service
function. As the key lifting function of the standing wheelchair requires a significant amount of
energy, charging needs to be conducted quite often. With the current design, a service provider or
care giver would find charging not so convenient. Wheelchair users cannot charge themselves. Thus,
a redesign that considers charging activities is crucial for this product to be properly used both in daily
life or in a working context. The step-by-step processes of the proposed redesign method for service
considerations as applied to this case are explained in the following subsections.

Figure 3. Standing wheelchair.

4.1. Activity Modeling: Use and Service Activities of a Standing Wheelchair

The use and service activities of the standing wheelchair including battery charging by a help
service provider have been identified and represented in the service blueprint as shown in Figure 4.
The move service unit shown in blue describes the activities of the user and the helper in the unit. The
user tells the destination and the helper pushes the wheelchair to move the user. The standing and
descending unit in lime color describes the user activities in controlling the wheelchair in the standing
function. The charging service unit in yellow shows the interactive activities of the user and a charging
service provider including moving to a power outlet and connecting a battery to the outlet by using an
adaptor. The use finish unit in grey is about getting off from the wheelchair, finishing the use.
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Figure 4. Service Blueprint for a Standing Wheelchair.
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The charging service unit is to be represented in more detail. Note that the wheelchair needs
to be properly oriented so that the helper may have accessibility to insert the adapter plug into the
hole in the battery and connect it to the outlet once the wheelchair is moved near an outlet. Inserting
the adapter plug into the battery hole requires aligning them properly, which is a dexterous activity.
Such activities of plugging in are followed by ensuring proper connection. Note the battery charging
is supposed to be done often as lifting requires much energy. While the battery charging is done by
connecting the adapter between the battery and the outlet, if the adapter plug is to be inserted at a
more accessible location, charging can be more easily accomplished.

As shown in the lower, detailed service blueprint in Figure 4, the charging service unit is
represented in detail with five service elements of (1) the requesting element shown in light blue color,
(2) the finding adaptor element in pink, (3) the approaching to outlet element in yellow, (4) the element
of connecting the adaptor and the battery in purple, and (5) the element of connecting the adaptor to
the outlet in grey. As the charging service with the current product design of the wheelchair needs to
be improved, the redesign of the wheelchair is to be conducted using the proposed design method
considering charging service activities.

The context and the constraints of the redesign task can be addressed using the CBAM method [23].
The CBAM description of the charging activity would have the service provider as the active actor,
the user as the third party actor, to connect as the action verb, the battery and the outlet as the object,
and the adapter as the tool. The context elements include the goal context of charging and the relevant
structures of the wheelchair and the structures surrounding the power outlet. The physical context
includes the location and the time. The psychological context includes the occupant context of the user
and the service provider as well as others present in the scene, the privacy context of public activity, as
well as other psychological issues. The CBAM descriptions for lower level activities would also be
utilized in redesigning of the wheelchair.

4.2. Function Decomposition

The main function of a standing wheelchair that is relevant to the new standing function is
discussed in this redesign for service activities, not the basic functions of a standard wheelchair. This
includes the following functions: to support the body, to stand (or lift), to descend the body, and to
provide energy and to charge the battery, as shown in Figure 5a. Note that providing energy and
charging the battery functions are related with standing and descending functions as these functions
are enabled with the energy charged and stored in the battery. In addition to standing and descending
the body, to move the body is a key function of the wheelchair; however, this is not described because
moving is not operational at the same time as standing and descending functions. As pre-use and
post-use functions, attaching and detaching the battery are also described in Figure 5a as well as
supporting the battery as a part of the wheelchair during the overall use phase.

Note that the function to supply energy is composed of charging, storing, and providing energy.
The charging function marked with dotted lines in Figure 5a has been decomposed, as shown in
Figure 5b. The battery and the power outlet is connected with human energy for charging the battery.
In charging the battery, the adapter is used; this is represented with dotted lines in the lower portion
of the figure, with the two functions of connecting the battery and the adaptor and connecting the
adaptor to the outlet as decomposed from the function of connecting the battery to the outlet.
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Figure 5. Function Decomposition of a Standing Wheelchair. (a) Decomposition of Functions relevant
to Standing Function. (b) Decomposition of Charging Function.
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4.3. Function-Activity Interaction and Affordances

By interrogating cognitive and physical relations of the charging functions and corresponding
activities in the service blueprint, the affordances in human activities of charging service are identified
and shown in Figure 6. For connecting the adapter to the battery, five affordances of find-ability,
access-ability, align-ability, insert-ability, connect-ability, and check-connection-ability are identified. For
plugging the adapter to the outlet, four affordances of find-ability, insert-ability, connect-ability, and
check-connection-ability are found.

Figure 6. Function—Activity Interaction and Affordances for Charging Service of the
Standing Wheelchair.

4.4. Design of Affordance Features

For the affordances identified in the previous subsection, affordance features are selected from the
repository as source affordance features, from which target affordances features suitable for the context
of wheelchair battery charging can be devised through analogical reasoning.

4.4.1. Find-ability Affordance Features

In the current design, the battery is located under the back support and between two wheels near
the hydraulic cylinder. Thus, both visibility and accessibility to the battery in charging are extremely
poor. The find-ability affordance is to support the activity of finding the battery and the power outlet
to connect the adaptor as identified in the function-activity interactions shown in Figure 6. From the
repository, three find-ability affordance features were identified, as shown in Figure 7a. Note that the
find-ability affordance is a visceral affordance of the three kinds of visceral, behavioral, and reflective
affordances [36]. Among the perception, decision-making, and action components of an activity, the
perception part is dominant in the activity of finding; accordingly, visceral affordance relying on
sensorial interaction is relevant.
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Figure 7. Affordance Features. (a) Find-ability (Find the Battery). (b) Access-ability (Find Location
of the Adapter hole). (c) Align-ability (Align the Adapter and the Battery hole). (d) Insert-ability
(Insert the Adapter). (e) Connect-ability (Connect the Adapter to the Battery). (f) Check-ability (Check
Connection of the Battery). (g) Find-ability (Find the Outlet). (h) Insert-ability (Insert the Adapter
plug to the Outlet). (i) Connect-ability (Connect the Adapter to the Outlet). (j) Check-ability (Check
Connection of the Outlet).
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The first source affordance feature in Figure 7a affords the finding activity with a distinctive color
of leaves for the visceral level of interaction. The target find-ability affordance feature for the battery
charging context is the battery colored in yellow to maximize visceral distinction from black/grey
components of the wheelchair. The second find-ability feature in Figure 7a is the colored name-tag of a
large bag in the baggage carousel of an airport. The corresponding target find-ability feature is the
yellow tag attached near the connection area of the grey battery. The third find-ability feature is the
protrusion used for blind people so that these can be perceived with their mobility aid sticks, as shown
in Figure 7a. The corresponding target find-ability feature is the protruding hole of the battery for
tactile sensory interaction.

The other interaction incidence of the find-ability affordance is the ability to find the power outlet
to connect the adaptor, as shown in Figure 7g. The first source feature is the use of a sensor so that
a beeping sound and/or a blinking light is ignited if a tag is near enough to the sensing pad. In its
corresponding target feature, a sensor is used to beep and/or to light on if the wheelchair and the
adaptor connector are close enough to the power outlet, as shown in Figure 7g. The second and the
third target features use the colored tag and the colored body of the power outlet respectively using
the same source features of the find-ability affordance of Figure 7a.

4.4.2. Access-ability Affordance Features

The access-ability affordance is to have access to the adaptor plug hole of the battery. The first
source access-ability feature shown in Figure 7b is the lifted covering. The second source access-ability
feature is the visible dishes that allows for vertical downward access. Noting that the controller located
at the hand rest of the current wheelchair design is connected to the battery, the adapter plug hole
can also be located at the hand rest. Exploiting this specific context information of the wheelchair, the
target access-ability features are devised, as shown in Figure 7b. The plug hole can be located under
a cover at the hand rest as shown in the first feature in Figure 7b. The second is located on the top
surface of the hand rest allowing vertical downward access. The third one is located near a wheel with
vertical downward visibility and access.

4.4.3. Insert-ability Affordance Features

Two incidences of insertion activities are relevant in the charging service: insertion of the adaptor
plug into the battery hole, as in Figure 7d, and inserting of the power plug of the adaptor into the
power outlet, as in Figure 7h. A peg and a hole insertion features were selected once in each of the
two insertion cases. A peg and a hole target feature with direct analogy is devised for the insertion
of the adaptor into the battery hole, as shown in the first target feature of Figure 7d. For the case of
the adaptor and the outlet insertion, a connection unit which changes the insertion orientation from
horizontal to vertical direction is added so that the downward vertical insertion of the adaptor plug
is possible, as shown in the second target feature of Figure 7h. A pair of nested cones as a source
feature, shown in the middle of Figure 7d, is directly applied in the target feature for the insertion of
the adaptor into the battery hole. For the third feature, for the case of insertion of the adaptor into the
battery hole, a typical data connection feature is selected and the analogical target feature is made with
direct analogy, as shown in Figure 7d. Note that the target features of the insertion case of the adaptor
and the battery hole are all obtained with direct analogy.

On the other hand, the first source feature for the case of power outlet insertion is the Tetris
insertion, as shown in Figure 7h. The target feature uses a 2.5 dimension version of this Tetris feature,
with conversion of the insertion direction to the downward vertical direction. The last source feature is
the cartridge, which is composed of three sub-pieces so that the insertion of the cartridge achieves
insertion of the sub-pieces. The target feature is composed of the modification on the adaptor by
consolidating adaptor plug protrusions into a single protrusion with the add-on mating component on
the outlet inserted beforehand. This consolidating protrusion makes the rotational symmetry angle of
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insertion [37] zero degree achieving great reduction in assembly cost. Note that its insertion direction
is still horizontal in this target feature.

4.4.4. Connect-ability Affordance Features

Affordance features for connecting the adaptor to the battery and to the power outlet are required
in the charging service, as shown in Figure 7e,i, respectively. Use of magnets, the attached connected
string, and the connector for water hoses are source features in Figure 7e. A fastening connection
appears as a source feature in Figure 7i as well as the magnets and the water hose connector. Direct
analogy target features are devised as shown in their respective figures.

4.4.5. Connection Check-ability Affordance Features

Check-ability for a connected state is needed for connections between the adaptor and the battery
and between the adaptor and the outlet. For the former connection, the source features are the lighting
indicator, the flushed surfaces of fully mated components, and the clipping sound for a clip fastener.
Direct analogies are done for the target features, as shown in Figure 7f. For the latter, the green
color image with the level of charging state on a phone screen is the first source feature, as shown in
Figure 7j. Its target is to show the corresponding image on the hand rest. The second source is the
ding sound made when a power plug of a rice cooker is plugged, as shown in the middle of Figure 7j.
A similar ding sound for a connecting check, which comes from a speaker located in the hand rest, is
the corresponding target feature. The level indicating light of the source can be shown in the hand rest
as the target feature, as shown in Figure 7j.

4.5. Morphological Analysis for Product-Redesign for Charging Service

The morphological chart with three alternative affordance features for each of the ten affordances
has been constructed, as shown in Figure 8. By combining these affordance features, a lot of the
redesign concept alternatives can be generated. In this example of the standing wheelchair, four
alternative redesign concepts of A, B, C, and D, as shown in Figure 9, have been devised. While the
overall redesign problem has been decomposed into 10 design for affordance sub-problems, with
multiple candidate affordance features for each affordance, overall redesign concepts that combine
the affordance features for 10 affordances might involve conflicting features. Also, more than one
affordance features could be selected for an affordance level. In general, the overall concept design
task requires creative synthesizing, more than just the summing up of affordance features as in the case
of typical divide-and-conquer approaches.

Concept A adopts the colored battery connecting unit located near a wheel, and the adaptor plug
unit incorporates a sensor for nearby tagging and the consolidated insertion unit with horizontal
insertion direction. Concept B has the small but yellow-colored battery-connecting unit on both of
the hand rests with funnel-like aligning features and the adaptor plug unit with vertical downward
insertion. Concept C’s battery connecting unit is located on the hand rests with the slot-mating
alignment features with flushed surface indicators for confirmation of the proper connected state. The
outlet connecting unit combines two insert-ability features of the consolidated protrusion and the
add-on feature with the vertical downward insertion direction. Concept D has the battery connecting
unit of the colored insertion feature with the string coming from the hand rests. The outlet connecting
unit has the vertical downward insertion feature with 2.5 dimensional Tetris-like insertion mating.
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Figure 8. Morphological Chart with Affordance Features.
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Figure 9. Concept Alternatives Generated Using Morphological Chart.
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4.6. Concept Evaluation and Proposed Redesign Concept

The four redesign concepts are evaluated using Pugh’s concept selection method [35] with the
original design as the standard for five-level relative comparison with + +, +, S (the same), −, − − for
each of the evaluation criteria as shown in Figure 10. Specific criteria for connecting the adaptor with
the battery and with the power outlet were used as well for overall criteria including cost and product
value issues.

Figure 10. Service Evaluation of Concept Alternatives using Relative Comparison.
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As the affordances for charging service activities with connection functions were utilized, all
redesign concepts are better than the original design. Concept D was determined to be not considerably
easier in finding the adaptor hole due to the dangling string which made the confirmation bad as well.
Concepts C and D were determined to be very easy to connect the adaptor to the outlet as they use the
vertical downward insertion with simple mating features. Obviously, overall cost is increased for all
redesign concepts, with additional components as well as increased assembly and disassembly cost.

Evaluation criteria such as effective space use and customization are important. The current
design requires that charging service providers approach the wheelchair from the back, with lowering
bodies because the battery is located under the seat. The physical action of connecting with the adaptor
cable would not be easy. But all the redesign concepts allow an approach direction from the front,
resulting in effective space use. While the distance of the wheelchair with the power outlet on the walls
needs to be controlled short, the option of having the adaptor hole on either hand rest is a considerable
improvement in the customization of charging service activities reflecting the physical context of the
wall locations.

By summing up the criterion-wise comparisons, the overall comparative evaluations were made
in which the concept design C was chosen as the final concept, as shown in Figure 11. With such an
accessible location of the adapter plug hole, not only the battery charging service provider but even the
wheelchair user himself may access the plug. Concept C provides flexibility with a proper approach
orientation and proximity of the hand rest with power outlet. This results in a significant improvement
as wheelchair users can charge the battery without helpers.

Figure 11. Standing Wheelchair Redesign for Charging Service.

This achieves enormous value enhancement. While the goal of this redesign was to design for
service considerations, the resulting design also enables the user to self-serve the charging operation.
This achieves value enhancement in economic value by not requiring a charging helper, but also in
experience value of control with the user’s capability of charging himself. As energy is needed to stand
or to lift-up the user, the user would like to know the amount of remaining battery power while sitting
on the wheelchair. Thus, a new feature of showing battery level would afford users to check the battery
level. This not only enhances the epistemic value of information but also reduces mental burden and
worry about the remaining amount of energy in both cases where a helper offers the charging service
and the user self-serves. In this way, totally new activities and experiences could be enabled for the
user and service providers during the use phase of the standing wheelchair through product redesign
for service activities.
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5. Discussion

Humans use products and services to have a better life and to achieve various values. Product
design has been addressing designing of functions and structures of things with the primary attention
on users of the product. In product design, design for users or user-friendly design is important.
User-product interaction issues are critical, and design for affordance [3–5,8,38] is desirable. Then
life-cycle design methods encompassing broader life-cycle issues have been developed in design for
X methods, such as design for manufacture, design for assembly, design for product retirement, etc.
Design for serviceability methods [9–11] address ease of services such as repair with an emphasis on
the product aspects.

Recently, design for services [39], or service design, has received attention with the popularity
of service-dominant logic [40] and emphasis on customer experiences. The objects of designing in
service design are services, that is, human activities. Various newly designed services are combined
with products in product-service systems to provide diverse values to users and other stakeholders.
Product-service systems are often developed starting from products with new services added to provide
various values. For design for X, design method transformations are made from a product-centered
approach to a human-centered approach [3]. For example, design for sustainability methods have
evolved from a product innovation level to a product-service system innovation level, then to a
socio-technical system innovation level [41]. Design for sustainable behavior [42] efforts has a higher
emphasis on consumer activities and behavior. This could then evolve to encompass new services,
educating and facilitating desirable consumption behaviors.

Coping with these transformations, new systematic methods to redesign products for
considerations on various new services are desired with a focus on service activities in a service
provider-centered approach. The proposed redesign method of this paper addresses this goal, which
has not received much attention until recently. This would be regarded as design for service considerations
or design for service activities. The objects of designing are products as in design for serviceability,
but the approach deals with activities of service providers specifically through affordances which
associate human activities and product features systematically. The proposed method realizes the
activity-centered design approach [43], with rich description of service activities and context information
using the CBAM method [27].

Please note that relevant services which the proposed design for service considerations cover
would be much broader than repair and maintenance services, although the example case of the
paper addressed a typical maintenance service of charging. Service activities would be various
activities performed by other stakeholders than users for the product during life-cycle steps in
use and post-use phases. More conventional service activities such as maintenance and repair are
included, but many other life-cycle service activities are relevant as well, including operational services,
information provision and education services promoting sustainable user behavior, rental and sharing
services, remanufacturing and recycling services, and disposal services, all of which address diverse
sustainability issues. The proposed method is novel in its utility: as long as service activities are
identified, whether material or ecological issues are involved or not, product redesign is supported by
identifying affordances relevant to service activities and by using affordance features.

The proposed redesign method provides a systematic framework of design processes of service
activity modeling and function decomposition to devise affordances for service activities. Next,
affordance feature design is realized through analogical reasoning using a repository of affordance
features. The very nature of design is that designers should play critical roles in designing; the
design method and supporting tools guide and enhance a designer’s creative activities. Designers
are responsible for creative analogical designing of affordance features and creative synthesizing in
this divide and conquer method. Composing and managing the repository of affordance features is
also important; this task is also to be done by designers or design teams by continued accumulation of
acquiring, storing, and retrieving of knowledge and experiences in design for affordances. The CBAM
method provides structured support for this task.
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The proposed method enhances through redesign of products diverse life-cycle services in which
many stakeholders are participating to co-create values for societal, entrepreneurial, and ecological
sustainability. Future research work would include incorporation of reconfigurable possibilities of
products and service elements where functional contributions of some products elements and service
elements can be interchanged. Along the mega trend of digital servitization [44,45], assessment of
similarities of design constrains and context information could be supported by computational tools as
the affordance feature repository accumulates massively. As context-specific evaluation of customer
use experiences would enable customization of use experiences [46,47], service experience evaluation
data can be acquired from service providers in conjunction with service affordances and diverse context
information so that customization of service experiences could be pursued.
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